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INTRODUCING
QUEEN FREDERICA
We have prepared for you a collection of luxurious,
large-size crystal chandeliers designed down
to the smallest detail. Let us introduce you to
another member of this luxury collection – QUEEN
FREDERICA.

Our lighting fixtures with their unique charm
and detailed, high-quality execution are the ideal
centrepiece for settings such as hotel receptions,
castles, villas or religious buildings. Our designers
have successfully completed hundreds of lighting
projects and we are proud that our lighting fixtures
adorn even the most luxurious interiors around the
world. This demonstrates our company’s impressive
range of design and manufacturing capabilities,
enabling us to design and produce traditional or
modern large-scale lighting fixtures for even the
most demanding clients – taking into account the
needs of different cultures.
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QUEEN FREDERICA | Ø 2200 x H 7200 | 27 x G9 + 73 x E14

INTRODUCING
TUBUS COLLECTION

TUBUS 01-CH-PB-CE-LSW
630x500 mm | 8xG9

TUBUS 02-CH-PB-CE-LSW
100x1500 mm | 1xE14

TUBUS 01-TL-NI-LSW
140x370 mm | 1xG9

TUBUS 01-WL-NI-LSW
270x160x135 mm | 1xG9
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TUBUS Collection is a modern family of lighting fixtures
that makes fresh use of cylindrical shades. The interesting
thing about this collection is the placement of pieces
of cut-glass at the ends of the shades, which, when the
lighting fixture is switched on, will create a unique lighting
spectacle on the ceiling.

ABOUT
ARTGLASS
ARTGLASS is a producer of
original and design-led lighting
made from high-quality materials

- the production of traditional Czech
crystal chandeliers
- modern design collections of lighting
fixtures
We offer our clients a comprehensive solution for lighting, from the design and consultation phase through
to advice and assembly. We also have
a specially trained team of assemblers
who install our products in clients‘ premises around the world.

ARTGLASS Ltd. is a a producer of original and design-led lighting made
from high-quality materials with a high
proportion of manual craftsmanship.
ARTGLASS has been active in the market for more than 27 years and operates
with great success in 45 global markets.

ARTGLASS is constantly investing in its
development, new technologies and
the skills of its employees.
Lighting designs and models are created in our own design studio, which is
equipped with state of the art technology.

The company works very closely with
renowned Czech glassmakers and world-famous designers. ARTGLASS’s great strength is the company’s inhouse
team of progressive designers, whose
original and unique ideas in terms of high-quality design now adorn countless
interiors around the world.

Using 3D software we are able to visualise the entire installation in its interior. We then elaborate on this proposal
down to the last detail, including the
preparation of technical documentation for production itself.

ARTGLASS’s production programme
can be divided into into three branches:

The company has a modern metal
workshop where our specialists are able
to construct even the most demanding
metal structures for our installations.

– custom lighting – lighting projects
for private residences, religious buildings (churches, temples, mosques),
restaurants, hotels, etc.

All of our products meet the required
standards and regulations and are certified by renowned global testing laboratories.
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PRODUCTION

ARTGLASS s.r.o.
Smetanova 1659/42
466 01 Jablonec nad Nisou
CZECH REPUBLIC
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+420 483 302 167
+420 483 302 294
info@artglass.cz
www.artglass.cz

